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IMPORTANT NOTICE

This CAT3C Student Information & Study Guide is meant to be read in conjunction with, and 
not in isolation of, the applicable sections of Cat3C’s Administration, Safety, Compliance 
Monitoring, Operational Standards and Training (ASCOT) Manual, Part 3 – Administration 
Management and Part 7 - Training Management, and the CAT3C Student Training Agreement.

The Cat3C ASCOT Manual itself forms the fundamental cornerstone of Cat3C’s approval from 
the UK CAA to undertake courses of instruction for the theoretical knowledge requirements 

for professional pilot licences.

If you are unsure of any part of these documents or your obligations, please bring it to 
our attention as soon as possible so that we may address your concerns at the earliest 

opportunity.
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Welcome to Cat3C

...and thank you for choosing us as your ATPL(A) Approved Training Organisation (ATO).

We shall be working closely with you to provide the best training experience possible, to 
make sure you not only pass your ATPL(A) examinations but also gain the knowledge you 
will need to operate as a highly skilled, professional pilot.

We are using Padpilot training material, with which we have actually had more than a small 
part in writing and developing. Padpilot’s training material is in electronic format only and 
is used by numerous integrated and modular residential and distance learning training 
providers across the globe. It is without doubt among the best there is available to trainee 
professional pilots, comprising a large number of 2D and 3D graphics and animations, videos, 
reading text and scores of sample questions. 

We will continue to work with both the regulators and Padpilot to develop the material 
further and in that respect you will also be very welcome to lend a hand in the development, 
as your comments will be taken back to the publisher.

We look forward to greeting you in person in the classroom and helping you achieve your 
dream of becoming a professional pilot, whether that be as an airline pilot, corporate pilot, 
flight instructor, aerial photographer or one of many other jobs open to professional pilot 
licence holders.

Tony Pike
Accountable Manager
Cat3C Ltd

Our mission

…is to educate and train future generations of high quality commercial pilots, 
who have an excellent understanding of theoretical knowledge and of their role 

and responsibilities as professional aviators.
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About Cat3C the perfect approach

Cat3C is a UK CAA Approved Training Organisation (ATO), based at Gloucestershire Airport, 
Cheltenham, in the United Kingdom, offering specialised theoretical knowledge training for 
professional pilot licences.

However, Cat3C has been operating for several years in the Gloucester area, providing 
supplemental training to students from many other ATOs.

Over the years, we received numerous positive reviews over the years, regarding the quality 
of training at Cat3C, and consistently received many direct requests for further training from 
students from across all other UK and European ATOs, and further afield. It was determined 
that a dedicated theoretical knowledge ATO was needed, not engaged in flight training, to 
provide several key points, critical to achieving a high standard of theoretical knowledge 
training, thus ensuring a well-educated professional pilot:

 4 Flexibility in choice of training package

 4 Smaller class sizes

 4 Rigorously selected, experienced instructors

 4 Well proven training material

 4 Reasonable prices

All Cat3C instructors have a proven pedigree in civilian and military aviation and have been 
involved in training delivery for professional pilot licences for many years and are very aware 
of the problems faced by many students when working through their study material.

Contact us on 0800 060 7077, training@cat3c.com or via the website’s contact page.

mailto:training@cat3c.com
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EASA Part-FCL ATPL(A) Theoretical Knowledge Requirements

…are regulated by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) under European Council 
Regulation 1178/2011 (The Aircrew Regulation), its supporting Acceptable Means of 
Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM), as well as a wide range of additional 
legislative requirements. It also governs the manner in which it requires professional and 
private flight crew to be trained and qualified to operate all aircraft, let alone heavy jet 
commercial air transport (CAT) aircraft.

In this respect, as well as stringent flight 
training requirements, there are similar strict 
legislative demands placed on theoretical 
knowledge training, for both students, 
instructors, examiners, invigilators and 
Approved Training Organisations (ATOs).

There are no short cuts to the perfect approach...

Before you can undertake a modular course of training, which, on completion, will allow you 
to take and pass the theoretical knowledge examinations, you must hold (or have held) an 
ICAO Annex 1 Private Pilot Licence (PPL).

The International Civil Aviation Organisation 
(ICAO) sets the standards and recommended 
practices for all member states throughout 
the world. ICAO Annex 1 Personnel Licensing 
relates to the licensing of both private and 
professional flight crew.

You must then sign up with an ATO, approved 
for the purposes of providing theoretical 
knowledge training. As part of the process 
you should satisfy the ATO that you either 
hold secondary education qualifications or 
are able to complete a short course of study 
in mathematics and a physics-based science. 
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Before signing up with an ATO and commencing the theoretical knowledge training course, 
make sure the structure of the course suits your particular needs. Each ATO has its own way 
of delivering the training and not every method will suit every student. At Cat3C, we have 
given a great deal of consideration to our course structure, hence our decision to break it 
down into four modules, as opposed to the standard industry two or three.

During your modular studies, you are required to complete a number of mandatory progress 
tests and practice final examinations; and this varies from one ATO to the next. On completion 
of the first module, you will sit the examinations for that module, which we are sure you will 
pass first time. At the end of that month, the clock starts ticking, and you have another 18 
months in which to complete all of your remaining exams.

If you do not complete the exams within this 18-month period, you are required to 
commence training again, and re-take all exams. This is known as a “second series” and 
prospective employers do not look too favourable on these. That is not to say you would not 
be considered for employment – there may be many reasons you were unable to complete 
your exams during the allotted period and each case would probably be judged by an 
employer on its own merits.

Nevertheless, the national aviation authority of each EASA member state is governed by 
EU law, regarding the completion of exams (and subsequent flight training), and additional 
time beyond the 18 months to allow you to complete your theoretical knowledge training 
is permitted in only the most exceptional of cases, and even then such permission is rarely 
given.

While it is within the abilities of most persons, professional flight studies is not for everyone. 
To reiterate, make sure you weigh up everything before you embark on a course of theoretical 
knowledge and subsequent flight training. ATPL(A) theory study is very demanding, and 
irrespective of whether you choose to study residentially, or by full or part-time distance 
learning you will need to devote a large proportion of what was previously your leisure time 
to your new studies. You may also need to prepare yourself for some disappointment along 
the way and maybe even a change of plans. We shall do everything in our power to get you 
through the exams, but you must be prepared to put in many hours of often mind-straining 
study.

...but make the perfect approach, and you can do it.
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Cat3C Courses

…are all modular, distance-learning based and take the forms of either a predominantly self 
study distance-learning or a predominantly classroom-based distance-learning course, the 
latter being supplemented by a large number of instructor-led, scheduled classroom lessons 
or tutorials, with the distance-learning element being the self-study that you put in outside 
of the classroom. In all cases, unless exempt by specific regulations for ICAO Annex 1 ATPL 
holders or Qualified Service Pilots, you must attend a certain amount of formal classroom 
training.

All course types are split into four modules. Why four modules and not three or even two, 
as at some other training providers? The answer is simple. You have six sittings to pass your 
exams. You don’t get a sheriff’s badge or any other special prizes for passing all of your exams 
in two sittings; and experience has shown that students cramming into short term memory, 
over a very short period of time, the large amount of material required for attempting six or 
seven examinations in a four-day period are more likely to forget what they have learned in 
a relatively short period of time.

Cat3C Modular Subjects are studied as follows:

Module 1

Airframes, Systems and Engines
Air Law

Human Performance

Module 2

Principles of Flight
Performance
Meteorology

Module 3

Instrumentation
General Navigation
Radio Navigation

Module 4

Mass & Balance
Flight Planning

Operational Procedures
VFR & IFR Communications
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Subject Grouping

The EASA ATPL(A) syllabus is designed so that each subject may be studied in isolation; 
however, it is not always possible to teach one subject without having some knowledge 
of another. For example, you cannot teach General Navigation or Flight Planning without 
having some basic knowledge of Radio Navigation, and likewise, you cannot teach Radio 
Navigation without some knowledge of General Navigation. Hence, we gave grouped our 
subjects carefully ensuring that complementary subjects are taught together

Cat3C Training Options

...are all built around the modular, distance-learning course, provided in a number of options:

 4 CAT-100

 4 CAT-20

 4 CAT-10 (not yet available, and subject to approval)

 4 CAT-00

It is important to recognise that applicable regulations only provide for two types of modular 
theoretical knowledge training courses, residential and distance-learning , both of which 
require the student to undertake 650 hours of study. This can be delivered by a variety of 
means including classroom tuition, videos, computer-based training, field trips, project work 
and of course, self-study. Even the most rigorous of residential courses rarely provide 650 
hours of classroom training.

The minimum amount of classroom training that can be undertaken is 10% of the total, or 65 
hours. Cat3C’s approval requires it to provide a minimum 120 hours (20 days) of classroom 
training, as this was determined to be the minimum amount that would be required by the 
average student, and the approval application specified this amount.

An application to reduce the mandatory training requirement to 65 hours for certain groups 
of students attending the CAT-10 course has been submitted and on approval, this will be 
added to the Cat3C course schedule.
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CAT-100

...is rapidly becoming our most popular course, and in addition to 20 days of mandatory, 
regulated, classroom training, required by our EASA ATO approval, the CAT-100 course 
provides 100 days of instructor-led, scheduled classroom tuition. This makes CAT-100 
better than many other residential full-time courses; in fact, CAT-100 provides 720 hours 
of classroom contact time, which is far more than any residential full-time course, either 
integrated or modular. CAT-100 also includes 35-40 days (dependent on annual bank 
holidays) of personal self-study days, which you are encouraged to spend in the classroom 
with your fellow students, drawing off each other’s strengths to increase your knowledge 
base. A self-testing regime is provided in the form of worksheets, progress tests and practice 
examinations, allocated in the classroom or accessed via your Padpilot training material.

The mandatory classroom training, or brush-ups , required by the modular distance-learning 
training route, are attended at the end of each module. On completion of the self-study 
distance learning, progress tests, brush-ups and practice examinations you are eligible to sit 
the final EASA examinations.

We are confident that CAT-100 will turn out a far higher calibre of student than similar 5-6 
month courses, which cram a similar number of study hours into a far shorter period, which 
is not the ideal way to learn and retain knowledge; so much so that the Cat3C 8-9 month 
model is now being adopted by other ATOs.

CAT-20

The CAT-20 option is for those who are limited by personal circumstance or through choice 
to distance learning and offers training material plus mandatory, regulated brush-ups . 
Should you prefer this distance learning option, you are only required to attend the 4 x 5-day 
brush-ups (20 days). All other training is done by self-study.

CAT-10

The CAT-10 option is another distance learning option, but it is provided only for persons 
already holding an EASA Part-FCL CPL and/or IR (without ATPL theory credits) and are looking 
to upgrade to an ATPL. It offers training material plus the bare minimum of mandatory, 
regulated brush-ups . Should you prefer this distance learning option, you are only required 
to attend the 2 x 5-day brush-ups (10 days). All other training is done by self-study.
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CAT-00

The CAT-10 option is an option available to ICAO Annex 1 ATPL holders or suitably qualified 
and experienced Qualified Service Pilots (UK armed forces only) and are looking to gain an 
EASA ATPL. As these persons are exempt mandatory training requirements, they are provided 
with training material only.

Additional Training

Anyone enrolled on any of the above Cat3C courses can purchase attendance on any 
supplemental training at discounted prices – please contact training@cat3c.com for details.

Administrative Support

All Cat3C students are provided with telephone and email administrative support via 
training@cat3c.com and specific subject support from our TKIs.

Cat3C Tutorials

…have established Cat3C as a leading provider of supplementary training tutorials and short 
courses on individual subjects, over many years, providing students with additional assistance 
over and above that already supplied by their training provider during their training course.

We are able to provide additional training to students who feel they may need it, with 50% 
discount off standard prices for Cat3C students.
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Course Prices & Payments

 4 CAT-100 Course       £ 6,350.00
PadPilot self-study training material
Classroom tuition – 100 days
4 x 5-day Brush-Ups – (20 days)
Self-Study Days (Mentored) – 35 - 40 days approx.

 4 CAT-20 Course       £ 2,350.00
PadPilot self-study training material
4 x 5-day Brush-Ups (20 days)

 4 CAT-10 Course       £ 1,850.00
PadPilot self-study training material
2 x 5-day Brush-Ups (10 days)

 4 CAT-00 Course       £ 850.00
PadPilot self-study training material

 4 Cat3C Tutorials       £ Various

Generally priced at £150 per day, longer courses have discounted rates, and students 
attending more than one tutorial qualify for a 10% discount on additional courses. Cat3C 
CAT-20, CAT-10 and CAT-00 course students qualify for a 50% discount on standard tutorial 
prices.

Course Payments

You must remember that you are committing to a full course of study that takes a great deal 
of effort on your part. The path is long and hard, but the rewards are indeed rich when you 
get to the other end. Nevertheless, it is very important that you understand that this is a 
structured course of study, which has limitations applied on the length of time you can take 
to complete all examinations.

Courses are purchased as a whole course only and invoices will only be issued for the cost of 
the full course. Please ensure that you have the time and finances available to complete the 
course within the available time.
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Additional Costs

All courses will have additional costs associated with food, accommodation, travel and 
administrative expenses, often not disclosed up front and the student often finds out too 
late. We prefer to do everything up front, to help you know what to expect.

Accommodation

Cat3C does not provide accommodation; but we have negotiated student accommodation 
rates with a property management company that specialises in providing student 
accommodation in the Cheltenham and Gloucester regions.

Travel

It would be impossible to predict each person’s travel requirements, therefore, given 
Cheltenham’s fairly central location, we have estimated a weekly cost of £20 per student.

Examination Costs

Examinations are not part of the training course, and you should factor in their cost and 
any necessary travel and accommodation to and from your chosen examination centre. 
Examinations are currently charged at £73 (UK) and £45 (Austro-Control) - these are subject 
to annual increase by the respective aviation authority.

Loss of Medical Insurance

Cat3C has negotiated special rates for Cat3C students with a major insurance broker, for 
your full course or for your theory element only. This is a very valuable investment and can 
save a great deal of anguish, should you lose your medical part way through your training.

- Full cover of £100,000 (under 30 years) for 18 months: £615.00 / for 12 months: £418.00
- Full cover of £100,000 (over 30 years) for 18 months: £730.00 / for 12 months: £498.00
- Theory only cover of £12,000.00 for 10 months: £137.00

The above rates are subject to acceptance by the underwriter - we have no influence over 
this. Please call for further details.
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Course Equipment

The following equipment is recommended to be able to complete the course.

 4 Jeppesen General Student Pilot Route Manual (GSPRM)

 4 Jeppesen GSPRM Chart Scale Ruler

 4 CAP Manuals - CAP 696, CAP 697 and CAP 698

 4 Pooley’s CRP5 Navigation Computer (or acceptable alternative)

 4 ASA CX-3 electronic flight calculator (Austro-Control examinations only)

 4 Scientific Calculator (NOT programmable nor alpha-numeric)

 4 Drawing Compasses

 4 Protractor

 4 Ruler (12” / 30 cm)

 4 Fine/Superfine Black NON-PERMANENT marker pen

 4 Pencil (HB or 2H) and pencil sharpener

 4 Assorted colour pens (Black / Blue / Red)

The above course equipment can be purchased from Cat3C (without the ASA CX-3 electronic 
flight calculator) at a specially discounted price of £200.00 (plus post and packing of £13.50 
where appropriate). Price including ASA-CX3 is £320.00 plus P&P of £13.50.

Total Costs

It is impossible to provide an exact cost which would fit each person’s individual needs. We 
have provided an approximation of the additional costs you should factor into your course 
expenditure.

Student Accommodation:   40 weeks @ £110.00 per week = £ 4,400 approx.
Food:      40 weeks @ £50 = £2,000 approx.
Travel:     40 weeks @ £20 = £800 approx.
Examinations:    14 examinations @ £60 (average) = £840
Insurance:     £137 (theory only)
Equipment:     £213
Total Additional Costs:   £8,380.00 approximately*
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Course Bookings & Payments

Cat3C courses may be ordered via the website shop. It would be preferred if payment is 
made via BACS transfer, and payment can be made to:

 4 Bank: Lloyds Bank plc

 4 Name: Cat3C Ltd

 4 Sort Code: 30-92-63

 4 Account No: 46912460

 4 For international payments:

 4 BIC: LOYDGB21202

 4 IBAN: GB19 LOYD 3092 6346 9124 60

Alternatively, please use the on-line payment system at cat3c.com. You can also pay with a 
debit or credit card by selecting STRIPE option at ‘checkout’.

To book a place on any of our courses, call our telephone number 0800 060 7077 or email 
us at training@cat3c.com. Payments must be made in full at least four weeks prior to 
commencement of the course or the tutorial session; please enquire about late bookings.

Confirmation of places on a course or tutorial session can only be made once payment has 
been received in full.

Special Offers

Occasionally, we may advertise courses at SPECIAL OFFER prices. These will only be available 
for purchase via the website.

For SPECIAL OFFER discounts, please contact training@cat3c.com for a CODE prior to calling. 
The code must be entered at the payment page when purchasing a course or a module.
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Regulatory Information

The Aircrew Regulation

EC Regulation 1178/2011, more commonly referred to as The Aircrew Regulation, and its 
annexes and appendices cover everything you need to know regarding aircrew training.

State of Licence Issue

The State of Licence Issue (SOLI) is the EASA member state that holds the personal medical 
records of the licence holder, e.g. if you hold a UK issued Class One medical certificate the 
UK will be responsible for all licencing matters.

We are also often asked whether it matters which EASA member state the exams are taken 
under. The simple answer is ‘no’; all EASA exam pass credits are transferable between…

National Aviation Authorities

Saying that, you can study with an ATO in one particular member state and take your exams 
under the authority of another state, but all exams must be taken under the same member 
state. Also, the national aviation authorities of different member states use different exam 
systems, charge a very wide range of prices for their exams, ranging from €5,00 - €100,00 per 
exam, and adopt different scoring strategies.

You will need to check with your chosen aviation authority for their policies and prices. Cat3C 
is approved to authorise students to take exams for all EASA member states and you can 
also sit exams at Cat3C under the authority of…

United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority & Austrian Austro-Control

The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is the United Kingdom’s national aviation authority and 
Cat3C is approved to authorise candidates to take exams under the regulatory oversight 
of the CAA. Austro-Control is the Austrian national aviation authority and Cat3C is both 
approved to authorise candidates to take exams under the regulatory oversight of Austro-
Control and is also an authorised Austro-Control examination centre. EASA Part-FCL ATPL(A) 
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Theoretical Knowledge Examinations

...are taken at the conclusion of each module. You are required to pass 14 exams, one for each 
subject. This changes to 13 exams sometime during 2020, when VFR & IFR Communications 
combine to form 1 single Communications exam.

The exams contain a varying number of questions, presented in four different styles: multiple 
choice, numerical entry, drop down menus and list selection; this applies in the UK only 
whereas all other EASA member states use multiple choice only. Some questions are simple 
technical knowledge questions, others require mathematical calculation and/or analysis of 
graphs and tables, similar to those you will encounter in your career as a pilot.

All exams must be passed within an eighteen-month period, commencing at the end of the 
month during which the first examination is attempted. The examinations are taken in groups, 
known as sittings. A sitting is a period of 10 consecutive working days. All examinations must 
be passed within six sittings.

You are allowed four attempts at any one subject, but you can only attempt any subject once 
in any single sitting. It is in your best interests to pass all examinations at the first attempt 
and we shall endeavour to prepare you for this. But rest assured, it is hard work and…

the majority of the work will be down to you...

...and, however tempting it may seem to try and short-cut the system, there is no benefit to 
anyone, especially not you, in simply rote learning the answers to pre-published examination 
questions on commercial question banks. You will not be asked multiple-choice questions 
during a technical interview for a job. Also, as you may be carrying us and our families on our 
holidays one day, it is in our interests to make sure you are the best you can be.

It is our aim to make sure you can pass the examinations with your own knowledge base; 
therefore, we will provide you with practice questions with many being our own questions, 
styled as close as possible to the actual EASA examinations, without being the actual 
questions.
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EASA Part-FCL ATPL(A) Examination Scoring 

The following lists the EASA Part-FCL ATPL(A) examinations that you are required to pass 
with a minimum percentage pass mark of 75%. Also shown is the number of questions in 
each exam, together with the time allocated for each exam.

Exams have varying numbers of questions, and these questions are not evenly weighted. 
This may result in a final exam score having a decimal fraction of a whole number, e.g. 83.4%. 
This number is not rounded in accordance with standard mathematical principles to the 
nearest whole number, whereby any number having a decimal fraction of n.5 – n.9 would 
normally be rounded UP to the next whole number.

Some national aviation authorities show the exam score rounded down to the next whole 
number, some will show the decimal score. As such, any examination score less than 75% will 
be marked as a fail, even if that score was 74.9%. This may be marked as 74%.

The present exams are as follows:

 4 010 Air Law       - 44 questions | 1 hr

 4 021 AGK: Systems, Powerplants & Electrics  - 80 questions | 2hr

 4 022 AGK: Instrumentation     - 60 questions | 1 hr 30 min

 4 031 Mass and Balance     - 25 questions | 1 hr

 4 032 Performance      - 35 questions | 1 hr

 4 033 Flight Planning & Monitoring   - 43 questions | 2 hr

 4 040 Human Performance & Limitations   - 48 questions | 1 hr

 4 050 Meteorology      - 84 questions | 2 hr

 4 061 General Navigation     - 60 questions | 2 hr

 4 062 Radio Navigation     - 66 questions | 1 hr 30 min

 4 071 Operational Procedures    - 45 questions | 1 hr 15 min

 4 081 Principles of Flight     - 44 questions | 1 hr

 4 091 VFR Communications     - 24 questions | 30 min

 4 092 IFR Communications     - 24 questions | 30 min
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Commercial Question Banks

It has become an unfortunate fact of EASA examination life that many students have become 
totally absorbed in, and as a result thoroughly dependent on, commercial question banks to 
get them through the examinations.

It was only to be expected that EASA would take steps to counteract this over-reliance on 
question banks at some point. That was put into effect with new measures in 2019. EASA’s 
European Central Question Bank version 6.0 (ECQB v6.0), released in January 2019, contained 
thousands of new questions.

It is intended to launch a new, smaller question bank, ECQB 2020, on 1 July 2020, with 
annual releases on 1 July of future years. It has been reported that ECQB 2020 will comprise 
approximately 8,000 questions, some 4,000 fewer than the current ECQB v6.0, and that the 
majority of these questions will be brand new, or will be existing questions with amendments 
or they will be old, previously ‘retired’ questions, brought back into use.

EASA has also stated that it intends to take action against any companies breaching the 
intellectual property rights of its questions.

We are not going to attempt to hold back the rushing tide with a pitchfork. Therefore, 
in conjunction with Padpilot intends to provide its own question bank within a structured 
Learning Management System (LMS), which will be developed throughout 2020, containing 
as many variations of examination style questions as possible, but without actually copying 
the actual exam questions. This allows students the opportunity to practice exam style 
questions without becoming reliant on the commercial question banks, which may provide 
inaccurate information, as EASA monitors them and changes the actual exam questions 
accordingly. Cat3C intends to make use of this question bank when available. It is believed 
this method of question practice will provide a far more knowledgeable commercial pilot.
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The CAT-100 Course

Ø Introduction

This is proving to be a very popular course; and places are limited to 18 places per course.

Ø Study Hours

The number of days and classroom hours you receive in each module is shown below.

Subject 
Code Subject

Class 
Instruction 

Days

Class 
Brush-Up 

Days

Total Class 
Study 
Days

Total Class 
Study 
Hours

Total Recommended
Self-Study Hours
Class Home

Module 1

010 Air Law 6 2 8 48 X 12

021 AGK: Systems, Powerplant & 
Electrics 15 2 17 102 X 30

040 Human Performance & 
Limitations 5 1 6 36 X 14

Module 1 Totals 26 5 31 186 54 56

Module 1 Total Study Hours 296

Module 2

032 Performance 7 1 8 48 X 20

050 Meteorology 9 2 11 66 X 20

061 Principles of Flight 8 2 10 60 X 20

Module 2 Totals 24 5 30 174 66 60

Module 2 Total Study Hours 300

Module 3

022 AGK: Instrumentation 9 2 11 66 X 20

061 General Navigation 12 2 14 84 X 24

062 Radio Navigation 7 1 8 48 X 14

Module 2 Totals 28 5 33 198 42 58

Module 3 Total Study Hours 298

Module 4

031 Mass & Balance 6 1 7 42 X 15

033 Flight Planning & Monitoring 8 2 10 60 X 15

071 Operational Procedures 5 1 6 36 X 10

090 VFR/IFR Communications 3 1 4 24 X 8

Module 4 Totals 22 5 27 162 78 48

Module 4 Total Study Hours 288
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The total hours are shown below.

Course Totals

Class Instruction Days 100

Class Brush-Up Days 20

Class Study Days 120

Teaching Hours (Class) 720

Recommended Self-Study Hours (Class) 240

Recommended Self-Study Hours (Home) 222

Total Study Hours 1182

As can be seen, this is considerably more than the minimum 650 hours required by EASA 
Part- FCL; and this is a far more realistic representation of the number of study hours you will 
need to put in, if you expect to gain good results with first time passes and a good average 
mark. Remember, the leading airlines expect an 85% average with no more than 2 resits and 
some allow no resits, so… aim high and reach for the skies!

A Typical Training Day

…at Cat3C is described below. Not every day is the same and there may be some variation 
in timings.

 4 Arrive at Cat3C Training Centre 09.15 – 09.30

 4 Lesson 1-2 09.30 – 11.00

 4 Tea-Break 11.00 – 11.15

 4 Lesson 3-4 11.15 – 12.45

 4 Lunch 12.45 – 13.30

 4 Lesson 5-6 13.30 – 15.00

 4 Tea-Break 15.00 - 15.15

 4 Lesson 7-8 15.15 – 16.45

 4 Debrief & Dispersal 16.45 – 17.00
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Pre-Course Study

In all probability, you will sign up to the course a couple of months before the actual start 
date, and it may have been some time since you studied anything in any great depth.

You will be provided with the books for the first module and you should use the time before 
the course starts as productively as possible; and do as much reading as you can on the 
subjects you will be studying on that first module. This will make your transition back into a 
full-time study environment a little easier.

Self-Study

Home Study: As with any course of study, you are expected to spend some time during 
the evenings and weekends reading over material studied in the classroom; and also, when 
directed by your instructors, to pre-read material before a lesson.

Self-Study Days: Self-study days are designed to give you time to catch up with material 
you have studied to that point. There are plenty of self-study days allocated to each module 
and we have estimated the amount of self-study hours you would be expected to undertake 
during the course.

You can spend self-study days at home, although we would prefer that you use the classroom 
facilities, and work with your fellow students on problem solving – this is key to developing 
communication and cooperation skills, an essential component of your future career as a 
professional pilot. We will try to have an instructor on standby on each self-study day, to 
help out when needed.

Modular Brush-Up Phase

Each modular course of study ends with a mandatory brush-up phase. During the brush-up 
phase you will probably be joined by a small number of distance-learning students, who 
have recently concluded their studies for that module.

The timetable allocates 5 days to each brush-up; however, it is quite possible that a self-
study day at the start or end of the brush-up will be added to the brush-up.
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Study Periods

It is difficult to adhere rigidly to 45-minute lessons, and we must afford our instructors a 
degree of flexibility to ensure continuity of teaching and to avoid excessive teaching. The 
study day is scheduled to start at 09.30, and you are expected to be at the classroom before 
this time, ready to start at 09.30.

The day is scheduled to conclude at 16.45, but occasionally a day may over-run slightly or 
even, if good progress has been made during the day, it may end a little early. Similarly, your 
instructor may arrange alternative timings with you on certain days, e.g. to avoid peak travel 
times on days before Bank Holidays.

Padpilot Subject Progress Tests and Final Examinations

You have to complete all mandatory Padpilot progress tests and final examinations presented 
to you during the course. The Padpilot progress tests MUST be completed AND passed 
before you attend the brush-up for those subjects and each Padpilot final examination for 
each of those subjects MUST be passed before you attempt the examination.

EASA Final Examinations

Each brush-up phase is followed by an examination sitting, during which you are advised to 
sit the EASA final examinations for the module studied. Examinations must be taken at one 
of the UK CAA approved examination centres throughout the UK, overseen by a UK CAA 
approved invigilator, or at another approved national aviation authority examination centre.

While it is our intention and ambition to ensure you pass all examinations at the first attempt  
regrettably, it is a reality that, occasionally, resits may be necessary. As each case needs to be 
judged on its own merits at the time, our Chief Theoretical Knowledge Instructor / Head of
Training will discuss the best course of action with you at the time.

Induction Training

Prior to commencing your subject training, as you will be spending a great deal of time 
at the airport and in the classroom, we need you to undertake a day of induction training, 
during which we will cover health and safety matters and answer questions relating to your 
course of study and the licensing process in general. Areas covered include…
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Health and Safety Rules:

Your safety at Cat3C is of paramount importance to us. While we are a very low risk 
environment, very little in life is totally risk free. We require that you familiarise yourself 
with our Safety Management System and comply with its requirements. A copy is provided 
for your information. Above all, the very simple rule is, don’t keep it to yourself... if you see 
something dangerous, tell someone!

Recreation:

Sufficient rest periods are crucial to good learning, and a short 5-minute comfort break 
will be taken at the end of each teaching period, approximately every 45 minutes. It is 
recommended that you walk about, go to the toilet, drink some water, etc. during this period 
and focus your eyesight onto distance objects, to adjust your visual accommodation.

Eating & Drinking:

It is also suggested that breakfast is eaten before attending the morning teaching period 
and that a light lunch is eaten prior to the afternoon session. It is well known that eating 
too much lunch makes the individual tired and slows down their learning processes in the 
afternoon.

We provide tea, coffee and a fresh water machine at the classroom and you are welcome to 
keep yourself well hydrated throughout the day, free of charge. The Aviator pub-restaurant 
is only 2-minutes’ walk from the classrooms, and they do provide a selection of hot and cold 
meals and drinks. If you wish to use their facilities, you are advised to pre-order any meals in 
the morning, well before lunchtime.

We suggest you bring a packed lunch with you, although a mobile sandwiches and snacks 
service visits the airport each morning and we will take a short break to allow you time to 
make purchases.

Exercise:

As with any walk of life, a healthy work-play-exercise balance is essential to your studies. 
Wherever possible, you should involve yourself in a certain amount of exercise during your 
leisure periods. Each person knows his/her own preferred exercise periods; however, we do 
not recommend over-exercising in the morning, before lessons, in case of inadvertent injury. 
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Student Accommodation

Cat3C does not provide accommodation. However, we have facilitated an arrangement with 
Carlain Property to provide student accommodation to Cat3C students.

Carlain Property has many years of experience providing student accommodation to 
higher education students in the Gloucester, Cheltenham, Oxford and Swindon areas. The 
accommodation is of a good standard and usually comprises a private, single room in a 
multi-occupancy building, with private or shared bathroom facilities, at budget prices.

The current price at January 2020 is approximately £110.00 per week, which includes rent, 
council tax, utilities, insurance and high-speed broadband. Wherever possible, you will be 
housed with other Cat3C students; however, this may not always be possible due to student 
numbers.

Please note that this is a contractual Assured Shorthold Tenancy (AST) agreement with Carlain
Property and not with Cat3C Ltd. The AST will run for a specific period of time, aligned 
with your course needs. Note that this facility is also open to AEROS FASTRACK students 
undertaking training at Aeros Gloucester only, and longer AST periods may be negotiable.

Contact Carlain Property for further information and to discuss your specific requirements, 
quoting CAT3C or AEROS STUDENT - https://www.carlainproperty.co.uk/
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Course Structure & Lesson Plans

Course Structure: A sample course structure is provided below, for your information. Please 
note, that this is an outline only, and the structure of your actual course may vary. Obviously, 
the dates will vary from course to course, and there may be some minor amendments within 
a course, subject to instructor discretion.

All of our instructors are very experienced, and we trust them to use their judgement to 
make alterations to parts of the course as they see fit, dependent on the ability of the course 
attendees.

Lesson Plans: The following lesson plans are meant as guidance only, and again, the actual 
order and pace of delivery may vary from that shown. All good courses employ a degree of 
flexibility in structure but more importantly in allowing a degree of freedom to experienced 
instructors, to use their knowledge and professional judgement in determining the pace at 
which to progress.

For that very reason:

 4 Cat3C’s instructors are selected for their experience and expertise in their specific areas;

 4 More time is allocated per subject than given by any other ATO that we know of;

 4 Additional ‘self-study’ days are allocated to allow time for students to ensure they are 
up to speed with one particular area of training before moving on to the next. They also 
allow instructors to allocate remedial training sessions for any students who may be 
struggling with a particular area.

The examples shown below are provided only as an indication of a typical course and 
training day format. They are not to be taken as absolute, final course and training day 
structures. There are many variables, which can affect the final course organisation 
and indeed the format of individual training days. Cat3C cannot be held responsible 
for events that necessitate short-notice changes to course and training day formats.
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CAT-100 Course Lesson Plan – Example: Radio Navigation
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Cat3C ASCOT Manual - Administration and Rules

Cat3C Training Agreement

You will be presented with a Cat3C Training Agreement (CTA) which you should read 
thoroughly before signing. This CTA is a contractual agreement between Cat3C and you.

Cat3C ASCOT Manual, Part 3 – Administration Management

Cat3C’s approval is based on its Administration, Safety, Compliance Monitoring, Operational 
Standards and Training (ASCOT) Manual. The ASCOT Manual is divided into specific parts 
covering different operational functions of the company.

The rules with which you are expected to comply are outlined in the Cat3C ASCOT Manual, 
Part 3 - Administration Management and an excerpt of the relevant chapters is available on 
request for your information.
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Appendix 1 – Travel & Accommodation

Address

Cat3C Ltd, Aviation House, Hangar SE2A, Gloucestershire Airport, Cheltenham GL51 6SR.

SatNav

Enter Postcode GL51 6SR or Address as appropriate.

By Road

M5 Northbound (from South/Wales/London).
 4 Leave the M5 at junction 11
 4 Follow the signs for Gloucestershire Airport
 4 Take the 3rd exit onto the A40 towards Cheltenham

M5 Southbound from Midlands / North.
 4 Leave the M5 at junction 11
 4 Follow the signs for Gloucestershire Airport
 4 Take the 1st exit onto the A40 towards Cheltenham

Common for both:
 4 After 1.4 miles, at the next roundabout take the 1st exit onto B4063 towards 

Churchdown
 4 After 1.6 miles, turn left onto Bamfurlong Lane
 4 Continue along Bamfurlong Lane (airport is on right side)
 4 After 0.2 miles, turn right into Gloucestershire Airport
 4 At T junction, adjacent to Aviator Restaurant, turn left onto airport perimeter road

By Air

 4 Gloucestershire/Staverton Airport (EGBJ)
 4 Bristol International Airport (EGGD / BRS) & M5 Northbound

By Rail

 4 Cheltenham Rail Station
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Area Route Maps

M5 Motorway (Junction 11) via A40 & B4063 to Gloucestershire Airport.

M5 to Gloucestershire Airport
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Transport Locations

Gloucestershire Airport

Conveniently located between the Roman city of Gloucester and the Regency town of
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire Airport, Staverton, occupies a well-connected location, only a 
4-minute drive from the M5 and A40.

 4 Address: Gloucestershire Airport, Staverton, Cheltenham GL51 6SR

 4 Telephone: 01452 857700

 4 Website: https://www.gloucestershireairport.co.uk

Cheltenham Spa Railway Station

*Cheltenham Spa railway station is the closest to the airport, approximately 3 miles

 4 Address: Queens Road, Cheltenham, GL51 8NP

 4 Telephone: 0800 197 1329 / 0845 700 0125

 4 Website: http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/stations/CNM/details.html

Gloucester Railway Station

 4 Address: Bruton Way, Gloucester GL1 1DE

 4 Telephone: 0800 197 1329 / 0845 700 0125

 4 Website: http://www.nationalrail.co.uk/stations/gcr/details.html
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Taxi Companies

Starline Taxis

 4 Address: 6 Royal Well Pl, Cheltenham GL50 3QD

 4 Telephone: 01242 250250

A2B Taxis

 4 Address: 12 St James Street, Cheltenham, GL52 2SH

 4 Telephone: 01242 580999

Andycars

 4 Address: 9 Bennington St, Cheltenham GL50 4ED

 4 Telephone: 01242 262611

*These are just some of the many taxi companies providing services in around Cheltenham, 
and are not provided by recommendation.
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Hotels*

Cheltenham town centre is no more than 15 minutes from the offices and there is plenty of 
accommodation in the vicinity of Gloucestershire Airport and Cheltenham in general. A few 
examples are:

Hope Orchard B&B

 4 Address: Gloucester Rd, Staverton, Cheltenham, GL51 0TF

 4 Telephone: 01452 855556

 4 http://www.hopeorchard.com

Briarfields Motel & Touring Park

 4 Address: Gloucester Rd, Cheltenham, GL51 0SS

 4 Telephone: 01242 235 324

 4 http://www.briarfields.net

Jury’s Inn Cheltenham

 4 Address: Gloucester Road, Cheltenham, GL51 0TS

 4 Telephone: 0161 774 2984

 4 https://www.jurysinns.com/hotels/cheltenham

Travelodge Cheltenham

 4 Address: Golden Valley Roundabout, Hatherley Ln, Cheltenham, GL51 6TA

 4 Telephone: 0871 984 6202

 4 https://www.travelodge.co.uk/Cheltenham

*These are just some of the many hotels providing services in around Cheltenham, and are 
not provided by recommendation. We do receive feedback from students staying in local 
hotels and we recommend you call us for up-to-date information.
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